Frontier Justice is happy to provide FFL Transfer services to all of our clients. Transferring a firearm to our facilities is easy. Here is a quick guide to help you through the FFL Transfer process:

- **Purchases from FFL Dealers**: Once you make the purchase, advise the FFL Dealer to send an email to CHooten@frontier-justice.com (KCK Location) or Crystal@frontier-justice.com (Lee’s Summit Location) with the seller’s contact information (preferably their email address), your name, the type of firearm you purchased, and their FFL documentation. At that time, we can forward them a copy of our FFL. Once they have that, they will be able to ship it out.

- **Non-Dealer Individuals**: We do not accept transfers from private individuals.

- **NFA Transfers**: Frontier Justice is a Class III Dealer and can facilitate your NFA Transfers, as well as help you with the NFA paperwork once your item arrives. If you purchase an NFA Item, the seller will need our FFL/SOT information. Please give us their contact information so we can forward them our licenses.

We receive multiple packages every day. If your tracking information says your item has been delivered, please be aware that we need to receive it in our inventory. Once that is accomplished, you will be contacted and informed that it is ready to be picked up.

Transfer Fees are $50 for non-members and $30 for members. This fee covers up to three firearms on a transfer. Each firearm above the quantity of three on the initial transfer will be charged at a rate of $50 for each one for non-members and $30 for each one for members. (For example if you have five firearms on a transfer and you are a non-member, firearms 1–3 will cost $50. Number four and five will be $50 each. This would bring the total to $150 to transfer 5 firearms.)

NFA transfers are $100 each for members and non-members alike.

NFA items purchased in store will have a $25 processing fee for each item.

**IF YOU RECEIVE A DENIED RESPONSE FROM NICS, THERE WILL STILL BE A TRANSFER FEE. YOUR FIREARM WILL NOT BE SENT BACK TO ITS ORIGINAL FFL DEALER UNTIL ALL FEES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED.**